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DAY 15
Q.) Which of the following is not the objective of tillage?
[a] To control the weeds effectively
[b] To aerate the soil
[c] To improve the pH level
[d] To mix up the manure and fertilizers uniformly
[e] To increase the soil depth
Q.) Which of the following is the method of Conservation tillage?

[a] Mulch Tillage
[b] Ridge Tillage
[c] Zero Tillage
[d] No Tillage
[e] All of these
Q.) The tillage operations that are carried out in the standing crop after the sowing or planting and prior to the harvesting of the crop plants are called –

[a] On Season Tillage
[b] Preparatory tillage
[c] Inter Tillage
[d] Special Purpose Tillage
[e] Clean tillage
Q.) ________ tillage involves primary tillage to break open and turn the soil followed by secondary tillage to obtain seed bed for sowing or planting.

[a] Conventional Tillage
[b] Modern Tillage
[c] Inter Tillage
[d] Initial Tillage
[e] Sub-soiling Tillage
Q.) Which of the following comes under the Special-purpose tillage?
[a] Sub-soiling
[b] Clean Tillage
[c] Blind Tillage
[d] Puddling
[e] All of these
Answers
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Q. When was NABARD established?
Watch this video for Explanations:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ce7CMRkMgjc